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All-electron and pseudopotential study of MgO: Equation of state, anharmonicity, and stability
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We have studied the high-pressure behavior of periclase~MgO! using density functional simulations within
the generalized gradient approximation. The static and thermal (P-V-T) equation of state, B1-B2 transition
pressure, elastic constants, Gru¨neisen parameter, and the intrinsic anharmonic parameters were calculated from
static andab initio molecular dynamics simulations. The simulations were performed using the projector
augmented-wave and pseudopotential methods with different descriptions of the Mg atom~‘‘small core’’ and
‘‘large core’’!. The errors of large-core pseudopotentials increase with pressure and are mainly due to the
overlap between the Mg semicore~2p! orbitals and the valence orbitals, both of the same Mg atom and of the
neighboring O atoms, rather than core deformation or core-core overlap effects. In agreement with previous
works, we find that MgO remains in the B1~‘‘NaCl’’ ! structure at all pressures existing within the Earth, and
transforms into the CsCl-type structure at 509 GPa. Directab initio calculations avoid the simplifying assump-
tions inherent to many empirical treatments of thermoelasticity and allowed us to assess some of the common
assumptions. We present a detailed qualitative analysis of the effects of intrinsic anharmonicity and analyze the
validity of the Mie-Grüneisen approximation at high temperatures.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.224110 PACS number~s!: 64.30.1t, 62.20.Dc, 63.20.Ry, 61.50.Ks
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I. INTRODUCTION

Periclase~MgO! is one of the major Earth-forming min
erals. Only one solid phase, with the NaCl-type structure,
been observed, although experiments have probed temp
tures up to the melting point and pressures to 227 GPa.1 This
unique structural stability suggests that MgO may remain
the NaCl structure throughout theP-T regime of the Earth’s
crust and mantle; it also makes MgO an ideal standard
calibrating pressure in experiments at extreme conditio
The stability and equation of state of MgO have been ext
sively studied theoretically2–21 and experimentally~Refs. 1
and 22–28 to list only a few!. Here we re-address thes
issues with advanced computational tools, such asab initio
molecular dynamics~AIMD ! and projector augmented-wav
~PAW! method. This allows us, on the one hand, to go
yond the static calculations and study thermal properties a
on the other hand, to assess the pseudopotential error
comparing the results of pseudopotential calculations w
all-electron PAW results. Our calculations are based on
generalized gradient approximation~GGA!, whereas most of
the previous work was done within the local density appro
mation ~LDA !. Our calculations confirm the extraordina
stability of MgO in the NaCl-type structure. AIMD simula
tions allowed us for the first time to evaluate the intrins
anharmonic effects, particularly important for thermal expa
sion.

The electronic structure of and chemical bonding in Mg
are prototypical of ionic oxides. The high ionicity of MgO
follows from the large difference in the electronegativities
Mg and O,29 and is confirmed by the analysis of the expe
mental equation of state,30 calculated charge density,31 band
structures,5 lattice dynamics,12,32electrostatic potentials,9 and
the wave functions.33,34 A crucial fact is that the O22 ion is
0163-1829/2003/67~22!/224110~11!/$20.00 67 2241
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unstable in the free state, but can be stabilized by the cry
electrostatic field. The properties~ionic ‘‘size,’’ strength of
interaction with other ions! of the O22 ion in crystals are
strongly dependent on the electrostatic potential and, th
fore, on the positions of all the ions. Pairwise interionic i
teractions change in a non-trivial way when ions are d
placed or when the crystal is strained or compressed. Th
effects give rise to many-body forces and explain why
elastic constants of MgO and other simple alkali earth oxi
have very large violations from the Cauchy relation (C12
5C4412P). To model the elasticity of MgO realistically
one needs to go beyond the simple pair potential model w
rigid ions~which is more successful in ionic fluorides than
oxides! and use such models as the breathing-she11

compressible-ion,35 or potential-induced-breathing5,36 mod-
els, or resort to full quantum-mechanical treatments.2,12–14,37

Using ab initio calculations, Karki and co-workers2,19 repro-
duced the experimental elastic constants at ambient co
tions and predicted that the elastic anisotropy of Mg
changes sign with pressure and becomes very large by;100
GPa, making MgO the most elastically anisotropic minera
the lowermost mantle, a conclusion questioned by
nogeikin and Bass,38 but supported here using more accura
calculations. This issue is important for interpreting the o
served seismic anisotropy of the lowermost mantle.39

The aim of this paper is threefold: first, to analyze t
accuracy of the computational methods used; second, to
dict the properties of MgO at extremeP-T conditions where
reliable experimental data are scarce—our theoretical res
could then be used to constrain the temperature distribu
and composition of the Earth’s lower mantle; third, to ass
some of the often made assumptions related to thermoel
properties of crystals. To our knowledge, here we are rep
ing on the firstab initio calculations of the intrinsic anhar
©2003 The American Physical Society10-1
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monicity parameter, which allowed us to perform a detai
assessment of the quasiharmonic approximation.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY

The calculations performed here were based on den
functional theory~DFT! ~Ref. 40! within the generalized gra
dient approximation~GGA!,41 which is the most advance
currently available approximation in DFT. The upcomin
meta-GGAs~Ref. 42! are promising, but have not yet bee
widely and self-consistently implemented in the existi
computer packages. The GGA is known to overestim
bond lengths by;1%, but at the same time~especially at the
experimental structure! gives accurate electron densities a
other quantities, including vibrational, elastic and anh
monic properties.

The calculations were performed with theVASP code.43

Valence electron orbitals were expanded in plane waves
the kinetic energy cut-off of 500 eV~the basis set incom
pleteness errors are within 3 meV/atom for the total ene
and 0.5 GPa for the pressure!; the core orbitals were treate
as ‘‘frozen’’ within the PAW formalism44 or replaced by non-
local effective core pseudopotentials~ECP!. We use the
ECPs and PAW potentials supplied with theVASP code.

In all our ECP and PAW calculations the O atom w
described with a 1s2 core. For Mg we used two description
~1! with a 1s22s2 core~‘‘Be core’’, or ‘‘small core’’! and~2!
1s22s22p6 core ~‘‘Ne core,’’ or ‘‘large core’’!. Ultrasoft
ECPs~Ref. 45! were used for O atoms in all ECP calcul
tions and for Mg in small-core ECP calculations; the larg
core ECP used for Mg included partial core corrections46 and
was norm-conserving.47 In all cases similar core radii~0.8 Å
for O and 1.06 Å for Mg! were used, the main differenc
being in the description of the core and its interaction w
the valence electrons.

For the Brillouin-zone sampling we used 43434 ~for the
NaCl-type structure! and 63636 ~for the CsCl-type struc-
ture! Monkhorst-Pack48 meshes, which provide convergen
of the total energy to within 0.5 meV/atom and of the pre
sure to 0.3 GPa. The Kohn-Sham equations were solve
eratively to self-consistency within 1028 eV per unit cell. At
each pressure, the elastic constants were determined
non-linear stress-strain relations.14

Using theab initio forces on atoms, we performedab
initio molecular dynamics simulations in theNVT
ensemble49 for 23232 cubic supercells~64 atoms!. In these
simulations, the ground state was found self-consistently~to
within 1028 eV/atom! at each timestep. These simulatio
were performed at 500, 1500, and 3000 K and volumes
responding to the supercell parameters 7.4, 7.6, 7.8, 8.0,
8.422, and 8.6 Å. The thermostat mass parameter was t
so as to produce temperature oscillations with the pe
similar to the average period of atomic vibrations in the cr
tal. The time step of 1.5 fs proved to give accurate resu
After equilibration~typically several hundred fs!, simulations
were run for another 1.5 ps. The Brillouin zone was samp
only at theG point, and the related error~estimated using
43434 sampling and the same supercells! is less than 0.15
GPa for the pressure and 12 meV/atom for the total ene
22411
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Errors due to the finite system size and finite simulation ti
~estimated using molecular dynamics simulations based o
rigid-ion Buckingham potential model! are always less than
10% for the thermal pressure. We also performed static si
lations for the same 23232 supercells and with the sam
computational conditions; at each temperature the ther
pressure was obtained as the difference of pressures in
static and thermal systems:

Pvib~V,T!5P~V,T!2Pst~V!. ~1!

In the first approximation~neglecting intrinsic anharmo
nicity!, the vibrational energy of a classical system
(3N-3)kBT, whereN is the number of atoms in the supe
cell. This gives the effective Gru¨neisen parameter:

geff~V,T!5
Pvib~V,T!

~3N23!kBT
V. ~2!

For a quasiharmonic classical solid the Gru¨neisen paramete
depends only on volume, but due to intrinsic anharmonic
the actualgeff(V,T) has a small temperature dependence.
we show below, it is possible to extract the temperatu
dependent anharmonic corrections and the temperat
independent ~quasiharmonic! Grüneisen parameter from
geff(V,T).

III. STATIC EQUATION OF STATE „EOS…

Recently, it has become common to consider the Vi
EOS ~Refs. 50 and 51! as the overall best EOS formulatio
available,52,53 because it is based on a realistic interatom
potential function and applicable to solids with any type
chemical bonding.54 The potential function of this EOS cap
tures well the short-range interatomic repulsion~dominant at
high pressures! and short-range attraction~as in covalent and
metallic solids! but, as originally noted by Vinetet al.,51 does
not explicitly incorporate Coulombic (r 21) and van der
Waals (r 26) interactions.55 Hence, the Vinet EOS may b
less successful for ionic and molecular solids at mode
pressures. To improve the situation, authors of a follow
work30 derived the EOS for ionic materials by augmenti
the ‘‘scaled universal energy function’’ by a Coulombic term
Treating ionic charges as variables in fitting the experimen
EOS data, for MgO these authors obtained charges of a
11.9 and21.9 on Mg and O, respectively.

We find that the third-order Birch-Murnaghan EOS d
scribes our results much better than the Vinet, logarithm
second-order Birch-Murnaghan, or Murnaghan EOSs.
this reason, in spite of the generally higher accuracy
the Vinet EOS~which we used in our previous works56,57!,
here we preferred the third-order Birch-Murnaghan EOS~see
Ref. 58!:

P~x!5
3

2
K0@x7/32x5/3#$11j@x2/321#%, ~3!
0-2
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E~x!5E01
3

2
K0V0F3

2
~j21!x2/31

3

4
~122j!x4/31

1

2
jx6/3

2
2j23

4 G , ~4!

where x5V0 /V and j5 3
4 (K0824). EOSFIT program59 was

used for fitting EOSs, the parameters of which are listed
Table I. It is interesting to note that LDA pseudopotent
results of our recent study21 are, on the contrary, better de
scribed by the Vinet EOS.

Figure 1 shows EOSs obtained in different series of c
culations. Small-core PAW calculations should be com
rable in accuracy to the best all-electron calculations. T
excellent performance of large-core PAW calculations s
gests that core deformation effects are not significant. La
core ECP results are visibly different from results of all t
other, more accurate, calculations. The atomic core reg
begin to overlap only at pressures above 150 GPa, but
errors of large-core pseudopotentials are significant alre
at much lower pressures.

It emerges that a major source of errors of the large-c
ECP calculations for MgO is related to the overlap of t
semicore 2p orbitals of Mg and its valence orbitals, the
sociated problems being only partly remedied by nonlin
core corrections.46 These errors change the ‘‘effective size
of the Mg atom in large-core ECP calculations. Overlap

FIG. 1. Equation of state of MgO: theory and experiment.

TABLE I. Static equation of state of MgO from different GG
calculations.

Method V0 , Å3 K0 , GPa K08

ECP, Large-core Mg 77.629 151.707 4.212
ECP, Small-core Mg 76.595 150.839 4.052
PAW, Large-core Mg 76.049 154.183 4.141
PAW, Small-core Mg 76.947 150.597 4.103

Experimenta 74.712 159.94 4.112

aExperimental parameters at 298 K obtained by treating a la
experimentalP-V-T dataset~Refs. 1 and 22–26!.
22411
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tween the Mg 2p orbitals and the valence orbitals of
neighboring O atoms, rapidly increasing on compression
not properly treated in large-core ECP calculations, may
plain the observed increase of the pseudopotential er
with pressure~Fig. 1!. These effects should be less signi
cant in situations where Mg atoms are situated in large c
ties with long Mg-O bonds~as in Mg3Al2@SiO4#3 pyrope or
MgSiO3 perovskite!. Indeed, we found the pseudopotent
errors for MgSiO3 perovskite to be within 3 GPa for the EO
calculated up to;150 GPa. In what follows, we discuss an
compare only the results of small-core PAW and large-c
ECP calculations.

IV. B1-B2 TRANSITION PRESSURE

There are many examples of ionic crystals with the Na
~‘‘B1’’ ! structure, which at high pressure transform into t
CsCl ~‘‘B2’’ ! structure. From theoretical calculations,
MgO this transition is expected at very high pressures,
yet probed by experiments. However, the estimates from
ferent calculations~Table II! range from 200 to over 1000
GPa. This is partly due to the diversity of methods used a
partly due to small basis sets and other limitations on
accuracy of the early calculations;6,16,17 the pseudopotentia
error can also be large. The most accurate all-electron ca
lations give transition pressures of;510 GPa.4,5 Our small-
core PAW calculations~see Fig. 2! give Ptr5509 GPa, our
large-core ECP result is 20 GPa lower,Ptr5489 GPa. Vol-
ume and energy differences between the B1 and B2 phas
the transition pressure are very similar in our PAW and lar
core ECP calculations: (DV/V)(Ptr)54.6% ~ECP! and 4.8%
~PAW!, DE(Ptr)51.32 eV per formula unit in both ECP an
PAW calculations.

Our recent LDA pseudopotential calculations21 have also
resulted in a similar static transition pressure of 490 GPa.
shown by ourab initio lattice dynamics calculations,21 the
inclusion of zero-point energy lowers this by 16 GPa. Th
mal effects further lower the transition pressure~see Ref. 21
for a theoretical phase diagram!; however, at all conditions
relevant to the Earth the B1 phase remains thermodyna
cally stable.

V. ELASTIC CONSTANTS

MgO is cubic and its second-rank tensor properties~e.g.,
thermal expansion, dielectric constants, and compressibi!
are isotropic. However, elasticity, being a fourth-rank ten
property, is anisotropic even for cubic crystals, where it
conveniently expressed2 by the dimensionless parameterA
5@(2C442C12)/C11#21. MgO turns out to be elastically
highly anisotropic at ambient conditions.

Karki et al.2 predicted a qualitative change of anisotro
with pressure: at moderate pressures,A decreases to zero a
;20 GPa, changes sign, and by;100 GPa~which corre-
sponds to the bottom of the Earth’s mantle! adopts large
negative values, making MgO probably the most elastica
anisotropic mineral in the Earth’s lowermost mantle. Th
mal effects do not change this conclusion.13,60Following this
prediction, the elastic constants of MgO were measured u

e

0-3
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18.6 GPa~Ref. 38! and up to 55 GPa~Ref. 27! using Bril-
louin spectroscopy. Experiments agreed with theory be
;20 GPa, but at higher pressures showed large differen
and suggested that MgO is much less elastically anisotr
than predicted in Ref. 2.

We calculate the elastic constants of MgO similarly
Ref. 2, but using the GGA~rather than the LDA! and both
all-electron~PAW! and ECP calculations~only ECP calcula-
tions were used in Ref. 2!. This allows us to evaluate th
pseudopotential errors in the calculated elastic constants
to check calculations of Ref. 2. Our results are shown
Table III and Fig. 3; the latter shows that all theoretical c
culations~LDA and GGA, ECP and PAW! agree very well
with each other and with experiments27,38 below 20 GPa.

Like Karki et al.,2 we find large Cauchy violations in
creasing in absolute value with pressure. Our all-elect
GGA calculations almost exactly reproduce t
experimental27,38 anisotropy factor below;20 GPa.

Above 20 GPa, results of Zhaet al.27 depart significantly

TABLE II. Theoretical B1-B2 transition pressure.

Method Ptr GPa

GGA calculations
GGA-PAW 509a

GGA-ECP plane wave 489a

GGA-ECP plane wave 664b

GGA-ECP plane wave 400c

GGA-LCAO 515d

GGA-LCAO 428 ~PBE!, 418 ~PW91!e

LDA calculations
LDA-LAPW 510f

LDA-LCAO 515d

LDA-LCAO 512e

LDA-ECP plane wave 490~474!g

LDA-ECP plane wave 451h

LDA-LMTO 198i

LDA-ECP plane wave 1050j

Hartree-Fock~HF! calculations
HF-LCAO 712d

HF-LCAO 220k

Other methods
Modified PIB 580l

Modified LDA 370m

aThis work.
bReference 15.
cReference 18.
dReference 4.
eReference 3.
fReference 5.
gReference 21. In parentheses—including zero-point energy.
hReference 2.
iReference 16.
jReference 6.
kReference 17.
lReference 9.
mReference 7.
22411
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from all theoretical predictions and give non-monotonic d
pendences of the Cauchy deviations and anisotropy fac
on pressure. While the accuracy ofab initio calculations
should not depend on pressure, experiments are problem
at high pressures~in particular, due to nonhydrostaticity!
and, as documented in Ref. 27, have large error bars~a
;15–20% error forC12).

Simultaneously measuring the elastic constants~from
which the bulk modulusK was calculated! and lattice param-
eters, Zhaet al.27 derived the EOS of MgO without using
any pressure standards. This EOS relied on the accurac
their measured bulk modulus and was used to recalibrate
ruby pressure scale. We find that unlike the individual elas
constants, the bulk modulus of Ref. 27 agrees with theory
seems that the errors in their experimental elastic const
are somehow averaged out when the bulk modulus is ca
lated. Therefore our calculations support the primary pr
sure scale suggested by Zhaet al.,27 even though the indi-
vidual elastic constants of Ref. 27 do not agree with o
calculations at high pressures.

VI. THERMAL EQUATION OF STATE AND ANHARMONIC
EFFECTS

The total free energy can be expressed as a sum of
static (Fst), quasiharmonic (Fqh), and anharmonic (Fa)
terms

Fvib~V,T!5Fst~V!1Fqh~V,T!1Fa~V,T!, ~5a!

and the total pressure is then a sum of a static, quasi
monic, and anharmonic terms:

P~V,T!52S ]F

]VD
T

5Pst~V!1Pqh~V,T!1Pa~V,T!.

~5b!

For the quasiharmonic part, the Mie-Gru¨neisen equation
is valid ~rigorously in the high-temperature limit!:

FIG. 2. H(P) curves of MgO polymorphs~small-core PAW cal-
culations!.
0-4
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FIG. 3. Elasticity of MgO.~a! Elastic constants.~b! Bulk and shear moduli.~c! Cauchy violations.~d! Anisotropy parameter A. Theory
solid lines—this work ~black—PAW, gray—ECP calculations!; dashed lines—LDA results~Ref. 2!. Experiment:thin lines~Ref. 27!, circles
~Ref. 38!.

TABLE III. Elastic constants of MgO predicted at the GGA level of theory. PAW results. Ata054.211 Å~experimental lattice paramete
at ambient conditions! are also given: large-core ECP results~in parentheses! and experimental results~Ref. 38! ~in brackets!. The elastic
constants are in GPa.

a0 , Å V0 , Å3 P, GPa C11 C12 C44 K G C12–C44-2P A uD , K

4.3 79.51 24.82 235.8 82.0 136.7 133.3 108.5 245 0.51 866
4.2513 76.84 0 279.9 90.9 142.5 153.9 120.9 252 0.34 910
4.211 74.67 4.72 320.2 98.5 147.6 172.4 131.6 259 0.23 945

~6.40! ~338.9! ~98.6! ~145.5! ~178.7! ~134.8! ~260! ~0.15! ~957!
@0; 300 K# @297.8# @95.8# @154.7# @163.1# @130.4# @258.9# @0.36# @940#

4.10 68.92 20.73 449.3 120.9 158.5 230.4 160.8 279 20.03 1033
4.0 64.00 40.58 620.3 150.9 171.7 307.3 194.6 2102 20.20 1126
3.9 59.32 66.94 816.8 183.6 183.3 394.7 228.5 2134 20.33 1207
3.8 54.87 102.49 1098.4 227.5 197.8 517.8 272.9 2175 20.43 1305
3.7 50.65 149.26 1423.7 283.3 208.2 663.4 316.0 2223 20.52 1389
224110-5
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Pqh~V,T!5
Evib

qh

V
gqh~V!, ~6!

where Evib
qh is the ~quasiharmonic! vibrational energy and

gqh(V) the ~quasiharmonic! Grüneisen parameter.
For the anharmonic part, which is important only at hi

temperature, we use the classical approximation and
lowest-order perturbation theory, in which the anharmo
free energy and pressure are quadratic in temperature:61–63

Fa~V,T!5
3

2
NkBaT2 ~7!

and

Pa~V,T!52
3

2
NkB

d lna

d lnV
a~V!

T2

V
, ~8!

where a is the intrinsic anharmonicity parameter. This p
rameter can be related to the temperature change of the
non spectrum63 and plays a central role in the present tre
ment of anharmonicity.

The total pressure is then

P~V,T!5Pst~V!1
Evib

qh

V
gqh~V!2

3

2
NkB

d lna

d lnV
a~V!

T2

V
.

~9!

The quasiharmonic vibrational energyEvib
qh can be calcu-

lated from the phonon spectrum or from some simplifi
models—e.g., the Debye model. At high temperaturesEvib

qh

53NkBT. High temperatures present a very special cas
first, because many applications of our work are intended
high temperatures of the Earth’s interior, second, becaus
high temperatures the quantum vibrational effects vanish
the resulting classical theory and its equations become
easy to work with and, third, because molecular dynam
method employed here is based on the classical approx
tion. Combining the classical equations with AIMD resul
we determine the parametersg(V) anda(V), which are then
used to construct the EOS.

In the classical approximation,Evib
qh 53NkBT, and Eq.~9!

may be rewritten for the vibrational pressure as follows:

Pvib~V,T!5
3NkBT

V
Fgqh~V!2

1

2
a

d lna

d lnV
TG . ~10!

In Eq. ~10!, the factor 3N denotes the number of vibra
tional degrees of freedom~perN atoms!. A subtlety is that in
molecular dynamics~MD! simulations, due to the finite su
percell size and the constraint that the total crystal mom
tum be always zero, the number of degrees of freedom
decreased to 3N23. Therefore, instead of 3N, the factor of
(3N23) should be used in Eq.~10! whenever it is applied to
MD results;64 such a modification can be seen in Eq.~2!. The
expression in brackets in Eq.~10! is the effective Gru¨neisen
parameter defined in Eq.~2!, and now it is clear that its
dependence is solely due to intrinsic anharmonicity:
22411
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geff~V,T!5gqh~V!2
1

2
a

d lna

d lnV
T. ~11!

The effective Gru¨neisen parameters were calculated a
series of volumes as described in Sec. II. The results~Fig. 4!
show some temperature dependence due to intrinsic an
monicity.

From geff calculated at different volumes and temper
tures, using Eq.~11! we findgqh(V) anda(V). The intrinsic
anharmonic parameter was fitted toa5a0(V/V0)m; due to
its smallness, it could be determined only with errors as la
as 30–50%.

A rigorous functional form of the Gru¨neisen parameter
although very desirable for many purposes, is not known
simple function, that describes theoretical data~including
ours! very well and that is well-behaved at infinite compre
sions, was suggested by Al’tshuleret al.65 and Vorobev:66

g5g`1~g02g`!S V

V0
D b

, ~12!

whereg0 and g` are values of the Gru¨neisen parameter a
V/V051 ~ambient conditions! and 0 ~infinite compression!
respectively,V0574.672 Å3, andb is a fitted parameter. Re
sulting values of the parameters are given in Table IV. T
agreement with experiment is good forg0 and semiquantita-
tive for a0 and m. The values ofg` and b seem to agree
between experiment and ECP calculations, but differ fr
the more accurate PAW calculations.67 This may be due to
the difficulties in obtaining these parameters fro
experiment.68 The experimental value ofg0 , on the other
hand, is known very well: its experimental estimate70 is g0
51.54(60.08), and the previous theoretical estimate15 is
g051.542.

PAW and large-core ECP calculations give practica
identical results for the Gru¨neisen parameter at low pres
sures, but the differences increase on compression an
V/V0,0.85 become significant~Fig. 4!. This again may be
ascribed to the overlap of the oxygen 2p-orbitals with t
semicore 2p orbitals of Mg, which is neglected in large-co
ECP calculations.

From our results we see, first of all, that at low pressu
the effective Gru¨neisen parameter significantly depends
temperature, but this dependence~which is due to intrinsic
anharmonicity! is suppressed at high pressure~Fig. 4!. Fig-
ure 5 shows that quasiharmonic thermal pressure is a
important contribution, while intrinsic anharmonic pressu
is small even at very high temperatures~within 2.7 GPa at
3000 K!.

Our model thermal EOS includes the following ingred
ents: ~1! GGA-PAW static pressure,~2! GGA-PAW Grün-
eisen parameter and intrinsic anharmonic parameter~as func-
tion of volume! and ~3! quasiharmonic thermal energ
calculated with the Debye model~the Debye temperatureuD
is calculated from ab initio elastic constants at eac
volume—Table III!. The Debye model introduces quantu
phonon corrections in a simple way; for the vibrational e
0-6
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FIG. 4. Effective Gru¨neisen parameter of MgO.~a! Best fit lines
for theeffectiveGrüneisen parameter are well described by funct
~13! with g051.455 ~1.459!, g`50.841 ~1.113!, and b53.057
~4.673! for PAW ~ECP! calculations.Filled symbols—PAW, open—
ECP calculations.~b! PAW and~c! ECP results.Lines—model~12!.
22411
ergy it gives the correct low-temperatureT4 law, the exact
high-temperature limit, and reasonable behavior at interm
diate temperatures.

The GGA is known to systematically overestimate latti
parameters by 1–2%, and this is also the case for MgO. A
our previous study of MgSiO3 perovskite,57 we find that a
constant shift of the static pressure~for PAW calculations by

FIG. 5. Equation of state of MgO.~a! Total pressure at 300 an
3000 K. Solid lines—pressure-corrected theory~this work: black
line—300 K, gray—3000 K!, dashed—experiment at 300 K.Black
symbols—experimental data~Refs. 1 and 22–26! at 300 K, large
gray squares—extrapolation~Ref. 22! at 3000 K.~b! Total pressure
at 3000 K~line 1!; static pressure~2!, quasiharmonic~3! and anhar-
monic ~4! thermal pressure contributions.

TABLE IV. Volume dependence of the quasiharmonic Gru¨n-
eisen parameter and intrinsic anharmonic parameter.

Method g0 g` b a0 , 1025 K21 m

ECP 1.527 1.152 5.594 1.771 4.989
PAW 1.537 0.745 2.869 1.969 5.127
Expt.a 1.563 1.248 6.064 1.427 6.090

aDorogokupets & Oganov~in prep.!.
0-7
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27.736 GPa to match the experimental unit cell volume
ambient conditions! corrects for the main part of this erro
With this pressure correction, we calculated the EOS
MgO. Table V gives parameters of the third-order Birc
Murnaghan fits to the thermal EOS. Figure 5 shows that
agreement between our calculated EOS at 300 and 300
and experimental results is very satisfactory. Comparing
model EOS with direct AIMD results at 4500 K and thre
different volumes, we found agreement within 2–3 GPa.

Figure 6 shows the calculated~this work and Refs. 12 and
13! and experimental28 thermal expansion. One can see th
the neglect of intrinsic anharmonicity in the quasiharmo
approximation leads to an overestimation of therm
expansion,12,13 rather spectacular at low pressures, but sm
at high pressures, where all anharmonic effects are s
pressed. Our calculations show that including intrinsic anh
monicity we closely reproduce experimental values; sett
the intrinsic anharmonicity to zero, we recover the quasih
monic results.12,13

As shown by Holzapfel,54 the three common definitions o
the Grüneisen parameter~via the thermal pressure, therm
expansion, and volume derivatives of the phonon frequ
cies!

FIG. 6. Thermal expansion of MgO. Results are presented fo
50, 100, and 150 GPa~from top to bottom!: solid lines—
calculations with intrinsic anharmonicity~this work!, dashed
lines—quasiharmonic model~this work!, crosses—quasiharmonic
calculations~Refs. 12 and 13!. Experimental data at 1 atm~Ref. 28!
are shown by circles.

TABLE V. Pressure-corrected EOS in the BM3 parametrizat
at several temperatures.

T, K V0 , Å3 K0 , GPa K08

Static 73.425 181.240 3.997
0 74.439 173.480 4.014
298 74.670 170.530 4.036
1000 76.549 152.595 4.130
2000 79.915 127.719 4.244
3000 83.772 106.110 4.331
4000 88.006 88.473 4.385
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gP~V,T!5
Pth

Eth

V, ~13a!

ga~V,T!5a
KTV

CV

, ~13b!

gqh~V!5K 2
d ln v i

d lnV
L ~13c!

are all identical in a classical quasiharmonic solid, and
different in a system with intrinsic anharmonicity. Ver
roughly,gP(V,T) is halfway betweengqh(V) andga(V,T),
i.e., anharmonic effects are much more pronounced in t
mal expansion than in thermal pressure. We stress that
must be taken as to which definition of the Gru¨neisen param-
eter is used when analyzing experimental and theoretica
sults. Figure 7 shows the different definitions of the Gru¨n-

0,

FIG. 7. Grüneisen parameters andq5(] ln g/] lnV)T of MgO
as a function of volume.~a! At 300 K. ~b! At 3000 K. Solid lines—
quasiharmonic results@cf. Eq.~13c!#, dotted lines—calculated using
Eq. ~13b!, dashed lines—calculated using Eq.~13a!. Black
lines—g, gray—q.
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eisen parameter and that the differences are small at
temperatures, but significantly increase with temperature
Fig. 7 we also show the volume dependence of the param
q:

q5S ] ln g

] lnV D
T

. ~14!

Figure 7 shows that the often used assumption thaq
5const ~often taken to be 1—see, e.g., Ref. 69! is very
crude; it is not possible to fit theoretical data well with su
an assumption. It is also obvious thatq strongly depends on
which definition of the Gru¨neisen parameter is used in E
~14!. In the quasiharmonic approximation,q is temperature
independent; intrinsic anharmonicity results in a strong te
perature dependence ofq derived from gP(V,T) or
ga(V,T), whereasq derived fromgqh(V) has no explicit
temperature dependence.

Experimental and theoretical values of the Gru¨neisen pa-
rameter of MgO are compared in Fig. 8. Karkiet al.12 found
that the quasiharmonic approximation cannot reproduce
experimental data.70 Indeed, setting the intrinsic anharmon
effects in our model EOS to zero, we arrived at the values
the Grüneisen parameter practically identical to those o
tained by Karkiet al.12 and very different from experimenta
data70 at high temperatures. Including the intrinsic anh
monic effects and consideringga(V,T) ~which is what was
determined in Ref. 70!, we get a perfect~well within the
experimental error of60.08! agreement with experimen
showing that our intrinsic anharmonic parameters must
quite accurate. We would like to stress again the differen
in the conventional definitions of the Gru¨neisen paramete
and the fact that thermal expansion is more sensitive to
trinsic anharmonic effects than thermal pressure.

It is instructive to look at the heat capacitiesCV andCP
~Fig. 9!. CV at high temperatures~or, rather, its deviations

FIG. 8. Grüneisen parameter of MgO at 0 GPa.Solid line—
quasiharmonic Gru¨neisen parametergqh ~this work!; crosses—
quasiharmonic calculations~Refs. 12 and 13!, dashed line—fully
anharmonic calculation ofga(V,T) ~this work!. Solid circles—
experimentalga(V,T) ~Ref. 70!.
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from the Dulong-Petit limit! gives direct information on the
intrinsic anharmonic effects. However, it isCP that is experi-
mentally measured, andCP contains both intrinsic anhar
monic and quasiharmonic contributions leading to the dep
ture from the Dulong-Petit law; often it is difficult to
separate these contributions accurately. First of all, from F
9 one can see that experimental and theoretical values oCP
are rather close. At low temperatures the differences are
to the approximations of the Debye model used here; at h
temperatures most of the difference can be reduced to
experimental errors and theoretical errors in the Gru¨neisen
parameter and intrinsic anharmonicity parameter. One
also see that intrinsic anharmonicity lowers the heat capa
@compare quasiharmonicCV andCV calculated including in-
trinsic anharmonicity in Fig. 9~a!#. Figure 9~b! illustrates that
all the anharmonic effects are suppressed at high press
and bothCV andCP are very close to the Dulong-Petit lim
at high pressures and temperatures.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated a number of properties of pericl
~MgO! using density functional theory at the GGA leve

FIG. 9. Heat capacitiesCV andCP ~a! at 0 GPa and~b! at 100
GPa. Experimental values ofCP are from the NIST-JANAF tables
~Ref. 71!.
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using pseudopotential and all-electron PAW methods.
find that it is important to treat the semicore 2p states of
Mg atom explicitly. Large-core ECP calculations have s
nificant errors for most properties of MgO, especially at hi
pressures. These errors are due to the overlap betwee
Mg 2p orbitals and valence orbitals of the same Mg atom
well as of the neighboring O atoms. Such errors are expe
to be much less significant when Mg occupies large cavi
in structures~like in MgSiO3 perovskite or in Mg2Al2@SiO4#3
pyrope!, and our calculations showed a very small differen
between the large-core ECP and small-core PAW calc
tions for MgSiO3 perovskite. We expect particularly larg
pseudopotential errors in such crystals as MgAl2O4 spinel,
where Mg occupies relatively small tetrahedral positions.

From PAW calculations, we predict a B1–B2 transition
MgO at 509 GPa, which coincides with the most accur
previous theoretical estimates~510–515 GPa!. The effect of
temperature on the B1–B2 phase equilibrium has been s
ied in works,15,18 but their results did not agree well wit
each other. We deal with this issue in a separate paper.21

Our calculated elastic constants are in good agreem
with experiment and with previous LDA calculations2

Agreement with the experimental elastic constants27,38 up to
;20 GPa is good, but large differences from the results
Ref. 27 are seen at higher pressures. However, the ex
mental bulk moduli27,38 are close to theoretical results, an
we conclude that the primary pressure scale27 should be ac-
curate, unlike the individual high-pressure elastic consta
of Ref. 27. We confirm conclusions of Ref. 2 about the hig
pressure reversal of the sign of elastic anisotropy in M
and the prediction that MgO has a large elastic anisotrop
the lowermost mantle.
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